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6WAYS TO  
ELEVATE YOUR  
TRANSIT BUS 
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Unlock the full potential of your surveillance system 
to enhance transit safety and boost efficiency.



Amp up your fleet 
safety by upgrading 
your recorders to 
add HD and High-
Versatility Cameras
Get access to critical details where 
and when you need them.
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Video surveillance is more than just 
video. Your fleet safety program should 
help you capture events onboard and, 
on the roads, identify risky driving 
behavior, and provide insight into 
what’s happening in your fleet. 

Standard-definition cameras may not 
provide the coverage you need and are 
not as good at producing footage that 
can be used for facial identification or 
close-up, zoom-in investigations. HD 
cameras will deliver sharper, clearer 
images, and are perfect for identifying 
fine details when you cannot risk 
losing important evidence, such as: 

• License plate capture 

• Accident reconstruction 

• Facial identification

This is where upgrading to a high-
definition recorder like the DH4v2, DH6, 
DH8 or the NH16v2 makes good sense. 
These recorders allow you to record 
4, 6, 8 or 16 camera views in full high 
definition while maintaining support 
for existing HD and standard-resolution 
cameras. So, don’t immediately  
kiss your SD cameras goodbye.  
Our recorders can work with them.   
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01 These recorders enable you to access the incredibly 
versatile 360° Fisheye IP Camera with its highly  
desirable full vehicle views, so you don’t miss an inch  
of your vehicle.

But wait, there’s more!

Each of these recorders feature an H-Series 
Ethernet Interface for 3rd party devices. 
This interface shares GPS, DVR Health (Rec 
Status, VLOSS, Media Status), Alarm Status, 
Alarm Input State, and Signal Input State  
to 3rd parties for increased fleet insight.  

Your video surveillance solutions are the core of your 
fleet safety systems. Incremental updates enable them to 
provide the high level of safety you and your passengers 
rely on and a backbone for the critical fleet safety and 
efficiency solutions mentioned in this e-book.
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Cut the Cords! 
Wireless 
Connectivity for 
your fleet safety  
& efficiency needs
Maximize value, increase safety,  
reduce risk, and lower operating costs.

02 Enhance your transit bus surveillance system 
with wireless capabilities. Get a Safe Fleet 
Smart Reach® All-in-One-Router and open the 
door to value, safety, and productivity tools:

Wireless Video Uploads
Say goodbye to manually pulling media 
files. Automate the process! Receive video 
footage the minute your bus returns to Wi-Fi 
coverage, from the comfort of your desk.

Live Video Streaming
See what’s happening onboard your 
bus in real-time for timely and accurate 
responses to events as they occur.

Wi-Fi On-Board the Bus
Provide passengers with enhanced  
access to information while onboard 
and make their journey more 
productive and entertaining.
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Navigate with Precision 
using GPS Integration

03
Get the complete and accurate story – every 
time! Correlate events on your bus with 
live GPS location-based information.

GPS Integration allows you to:

• Respond to the public and authorities with the utmost confidence. 

• Know exactly what took place and where it happened. 

• Gain intimate knowledge of all the external factors and how they 
contribute to bus and passenger conditions.
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Safeguard 
Everyone  
on the Bus!
Help your drivers strive for 
best practices with Driver 
Performance Coaching.

04
Identify risky and potentially dangerous 
driving practices. Better understand 
the conditions that generated the 
behavior in question and use the 
data to correct and/or coach for 
improvement as the behavior occurs. 

• Hard braking

• Fast acceleration

• Sharp cornering
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Elevate your 
Insight with 
Live Streaming
Gain unparalleled situational 
awareness by observing real-time 
events on your transit vehicles, 
enabling swift and accurate 
responses to unfolding situations.

05
Access live video footage, 
ensuring timely interventions 
in critical scenarios. 

Leverage the technology 
that simultaneously 
captures real-time footage 
for immediate response 
and records events in high 
resolution for thorough 
analysis afterward.
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Collision 
Avoidance 
Systems: Drive 
Smarter, Safer
The best accident is the one 
that never happens.

06
• Safety Cameras: Empower your 

fleet with dash and backup 
camera/monitor systems, giving 
drivers an extra set of eyes.

 » ThruView Assist™ Collision 
Prevention: A camera that 
captures and transmits the 
view blocked by the A or 
B-pillar, helping reduce left-
hand turn pedestrian strikes 
and minimizing accident rates.

• Proximity Sensors: Detect 
obstacles around the vehicle, 
instantly notifying drivers 
of potential dangers.

• 360º Around Vehicle Monitoring: 
Wipe out blind spots that often 
lead to accidents, providing 
a safety boost for operators 
and pedestrians alike. 

• Mirrors: Explore a variety 
of custom mirrors for fleet 
vehicles, tailored for improved 
visibility. Options include:

 » Dual View Assist™: A rearview 
mirror with an embedded 
backup monitor, offering a 
clearer view during reversing.

 » MirrorLESS Video Mirror 
System: An innovative system 
that replaces traditional 
mirrors with cameras and LCD 
screens, offering a safer and 
more cost-effective solution 
to minimize blind spots.

Upgrade your fleet with Collision Avoidance Systems to steer clear of potential 
mishaps. These systems, designed to cut blind spots and alert drivers to nearby 
obstacles, are your frontline defense against accidents, ensuring your vehicles 
stay on track.

Elevate safety, reinforce efficiency, and ensure your fleet operates with 
precision. After all, preventing accidents isn’t just good for business;  
it’s a pledge to a safer future.
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CONTACT US
Call: 1.877.630.7366
Email: transit@safefleet.net
Learn more: safefleet.net

Learn more about any of these solutions and how you can make 
incremental updates to your existing video surveillance solution. 

About Safe Fleet
Safe Fleet has a vision to reduce 
preventable deaths and injuries in and 
around fleet vehicles. We are redefining 
what fleet safety means with one-
stop access to customized, integrated, 
and intelligent solutions that answer 

today’s safety needs and anticipate 
tomorrow’s challenges. By making 
fleets smarter, we make them safer. 
Without safety first, efficiency and 
productivity are not even options.

Get a Quote
Now that you have 6 reasons to elevate, why not get a quote?
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